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ABSTRACT
We present a catalog of 4195 optically confirmed Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) selected galaxy clusters
detected in 13,168 deg2 of sky surveyed by the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT). Cluster candi-
dates were selected by applying a multi-frequency matched filter to 98 and 150 GHz maps constructed
from all ACT observations obtained from 2008–2018, and subsequently confirmed using deep, wide-
area optical surveys. The detected clusters span the redshift range 0.04 < z < 1.91, with median
z = 0.52. The catalog contains 221 z > 1 clusters, and a total of 872 systems are new discoveries.
Assuming an SZ-signal vs. mass scaling relation calibrated from X-ray observations, the sample has a
90% completeness mass limit of M500c > 3.8×1014M, evaluated at the median redshift of the cluster
sample, for clusters detected at signal-to-noise ratio > 5 in maps filtered at an angular scale of 2.4′.
The cluster sample is more than 22 times larger than the previous ACT cluster catalog, and is the
largest homogeneous sample of SZ-selected clusters to date. The survey footprint has a large overlap
with deep optical weak-lensing surveys that are being used to calibrate the SZ-signal mass-scaling rela-
tion, such as the Dark Energy Survey (4552 deg2), the Hyper Suprime-Cam Subaru Strategic Program
(468 deg2), and the Kilo Degree Survey (823 deg2). We briefly discuss some noteworthy objects in
the sample, including potentially projected systems; clusters with potential strong lensing features;
clusters with active central galaxies or star formation; and systems of two or more clusters that may
be physically associated. The cluster catalog will be a useful resource for future cosmological analyses,
and studying the evolution of the intracluster medium and the galaxy population in massive clusters
over the past 10 Gyr.
Keywords: galaxies: clusters: general — cosmology: observations — cosmology: large-scale structure
of universe
1. INTRODUCTION
The thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect (SZ; e.g., Sun-
yaev & Zel’dovich 1970; Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1972) is
well established as a method for constructing approx-
imately mass-limited samples of galaxy clusters, inde-
pendently of redshift. The SZ effect arises through the
inverse Compton scattering of cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) photons by electrons within the hot gas
atmospheres of galaxy clusters (see reviews by Birkin-
shaw 1999; Carlstrom et al. 2002; Mroczkowski et al.
2019). This leads to a spectral distortion in sight
lines towards clusters, such that at frequencies below
220 GHz, clusters appear as “cold spots” in the mm-
wave sky, while at frequencies above 220 GHz, they ap-
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pear as “hot spots.” The amplitude of the SZ signal
scales with the mass of the cluster.
The unique power of SZ-selected cluster surveys to
detect all of the massive structures in the Universe re-
gardless of their distance from the observer has driven
the development of “blind” SZ surveys that constrain
cosmological parameters through measuring the evolu-
tion of the cluster mass function (e.g., Vanderlinde et al.
2010; Sehgal et al. 2011; Hasselfield et al. 2013; Re-
ichardt et al. 2013; Planck Collaboration et al. 2014a,
2016a; Bocquet et al. 2019). SZ cluster surveys over
large areas of sky have been conducted by the South
Pole Telescope (SPT; e.g., Williamson et al. 2011; Bleem
et al. 2015b, 2020; Huang et al. 2020a), the Planck satel-
lite mission (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014b, 2016b),
and the Atacama Cosmology Telescope (ACT; Marriage
et al. 2011; Hasselfield et al. 2013; Hilton et al. 2018).
Collectively, since the first blind SZ detections by SPT
(Staniszewski et al. 2009), these surveys have detected
approximately 2300 clusters with redshift measurements
to date.
In this paper we present the first cluster catalog de-
rived from observations using the Advanced ACTPol re-
ceiver (Henderson et al. 2016; Ho et al. 2017; Choi et al.
2018), combining this with all observations by ACT from
2008–2018 (Naess et al. 2020, N20 hereafter; details of
previous generations of ACT instrumentation can be
found in Fowler et al. 2007, Swetz et al. 2011, and Thorn-
ton et al. 2016). This is the first ACT cluster catalog to
use multi-frequency data (98 and 150 GHz) in its con-
struction. The SZ cluster search area covers 13,168 deg2,
and we have optically confirmed and measured redshifts
for 4195 clusters out of 8881 candidates detected with
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) > 4. The cluster catalog
will be publicly available in FITS Table format at the
NASA Legacy Archive for Microwave Background Data
(LAMBDA) as part of the fifth ACT data release (ACT
DR51). Table 1 describes the contents of the catalog.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2,
we describe the ACT maps used in this work, the SZ
cluster detection algorithm, and our process for esti-
mating cluster masses from the SZ signal. In Section 3,
we explain how we optically confirmed SZ detections
as galaxy clusters and assigned their redshifts, making
use of deep wide-area optical/IR surveys in conjunction
with our own follow-up observations. In Section 4, we
present the statistical properties of the cluster catalog,
and compare it with previous work by the ACT collabo-
ration. We discuss our catalog in comparison with other
cluster samples in Section 5. We present a summary in
Section 6.
We assume a flat cosmology with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7,
and H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1 throughout. We quote
cluster mass estimates (M500c) within a spherical radius
that encloses an average density equal to 500 times the
critical density at the cluster redshift (R500c). All mag-
nitudes are on the AB system (Oke 1974), unless stated
otherwise.
2. ACT OBSERVATIONS AND SZ CLUSTER
CANDIDATE SELECTION
2.1. 98 and 150 GHz Observations and Maps
Table 1. Description of the columns in the FITS Table format cluster catalog, available from https://astro.ukzn.ac.za/∼mjh/
ACTDR5/v1.0b3/ (this will be replaced with a link to LAMBDA when published). The Symbol column provides a mapping
between column names and symbols used in the text and figures of this article.
Column Symbol Description
name · · · Cluster name in the format ACT-CL JHHMM.m±DDMM.
RADeg · · · Right Ascension in decimal degrees (J2000) of the SZ detection by ACT.
decDeg · · · Declination in decimal degrees (J2000) of the SZ detection by ACT.
SNR SNR Signal-to-noise ratio, optimized over all filter scales.
y c y0 Central Comptonization parameter (10
−4) measured using the optimal matched filter
template (i.e., the one that maximizes SNR). Uncertainty column(s): err y c.
Table 1 continued
1 https://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/act/actpol prod table.
cfm
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Table 1 (continued)
Column Symbol Description
fixed SNR SNR2.4 Signal-to-noise ratio at the reference 2.4
′ filter scale.
fixed y c y˜0 Central Comptonization parameter (10
−4) measured at the reference filter scale (2.4′).
Uncertainty column(s): fixed err y c.
template · · · Name of the matched filter template resulting in the highest SNR detection of this
cluster.
tileName · · · Name of the ACT map tile (typically with dimensions 10 deg×5 deg) in which the
cluster was found.
redshift z Adopted redshift for the cluster. The uncertainty is only given for photometric red-
shifts. Uncertainty column(s): redshiftErr.
redshiftType · · · Redshift type (spec = spectroscopic, phot = photometric).
redshiftSource · · · Source of the adopted redshift (see Table 2).
M500 MUPP500c M500c in units of 10
14M, assuming the UPP and Arnaud et al. (2010) scaling relation
to convert SZ signal to mass. Uncertainty column(s): M500 errPlus, M500 errMinus.
M500Cal MCal500c M500c in units of 10
14M, rescaled using the richness-based weak-lensing mass
calibration factor of 0.70 ± 0.07 (see Section 4.1). Uncertainty column(s):
M500Cal errPlus, M500Cal errMinus.
M200m MUPP200m M200 with respect to the mean density, in units of 10
14M, converted from
M500c using the Bhattacharya et al. (2013) c-M relation. Uncertainty column(s):
M200m errPlus, M200m errMinus.
M500Uncorr MUnc500c M500c in units of 10
14M, assuming the UPP and Arnaud et al. (2010) scaling relation
to convert SZ signal to mass, uncorrected for bias due to the steepness of the cluster
mass function and intrinsic scatter. Uncertainty column(s): M500Uncorr errPlus,
M500Uncorr errMinus.
M200mUncorr MUnc200m M200 with respect to the mean density, in units of 10
14M, converted from M500c
using the Bhattacharya et al. (2013) c-M relation, uncorrected for bias due to the
steepness of the cluster mass function and intrinsic scatter. Uncertainty column(s):
M200mUncorr errPlus, M200mUncorr errMinus.
footprint DESY3 · · · Flag indicating if the cluster falls within the DES Y3 footprint.
footprint HSCs19a · · · Flag indicating if the cluster falls within the HSC-SSP S19A footprint (assuming the
full-depth full-color HSC-SSP mask).
footprint KiDSDR4 · · · Flag indicating if the cluster falls within the KiDS DR4 footprint.
zCluster delta δ Density contrast statistic measured at the zCluster photometric redshift. Uncer-
tainty column(s): zCluster errDelta.
zCluster source · · · Photometry used for zCluster measurements (see Section 3.1.4). One of: DECaLS
(DR8), KiDS (DR4), SDSS (DR12).
RM · · · Flag indicating cross-match with a redMaPPer-detected cluster in the SDSS footprint
(Rykoff et al. 2014).
RM LAMBDA λ Optical richness measurement for the redMaPPer algorithm in the SDSS footprint.
Uncertainty column(s): RM LAMBDA ERR.
RMDESY3 · · · Flag indicating cross-match with a redMaPPer-detected cluster in the DES Y3 foot-
print (for details of the redMaPPer algorithm applied to DES data, see Rykoff et al.
2016).
RMDESY3 LAMBDA CHISQ λ Optical richness measurement for the redMaPPer algorithm in the DES Y3 footprint.
Uncertainty column(s): RMDESY3 LAMBDA CHISQ E.
CAMIRA · · · Flag indicating cross-match with a CAMIRA-detected cluster in the HSCSSP S19A
footprint (for details of the CAMIRA algorithm, see Oguri 2014; Oguri et al. 2018).
Table 1 continued
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Table 1 (continued)
Column Symbol Description
CAMIRA N mem · · · Optical richness measurement for the CAMIRA algorithm in the HSCSSP S19A
footprint.
opt RADeg · · · Alternative optically-determined Right Ascension in decimal degrees (J2000), from a
heterogeneous collection of measurements (see opt positionSource).
opt decDeg · · · Alternative optically-determined Declination in decimal degrees (J2000), from a het-
erogeneous collection of measurements (see opt positionSource).
opt positionSource · · · Indicates the source of the alternative optically-determined cluster position. One of:
AMICO (position from the AMICO cluster finder; Maturi et al. 2019), CAMIRA (posi-
tion from the CAMIRA cluster finder; Oguri et al. 2018), RM, RMDESY3, RMDESY3ACT
(position from the redMaPPer cluster finder, in SDSS, DES Y3, or DES Y3 using the
ACT position as a prior; Rykoff et al. 2014, 2016), Vis-BCG (brightest central galaxy
(BCG) position from visual inspection of available optical/IR imaging; this work),
WHL2015 (position from Wen & Han 2015).
notes · · · If present, at least one of: AGN? (central galaxy may have color or spectrum indicating
it may host an AGN); Lensing? (cluster may show strong gravitational lensing
features); Merger? (cluster may be a merger); Star formation? (a galaxy near
the center may have blue colors which might indicate star formation if it is not a line-
of-sight projection). These notes are not comprehensive and merely indicate some
systems that were identified as potentially interesting during visual inspection of the
available optical/IR imaging.
knownLens · · · Names of known strong gravitational lenses within 2 Mpc projected distance of this
cluster (comma delimited when there are multiple matches).
knownLensRefCode · · · Reference codes (comma delimited when there are multiple matches) corresponding
to the entries in the knownLens field. See Table 3 to map between the codes used in
this field and references to the corresponding lens catalog papers.
warnings · · · If present, a warning message related to the redshift measurement for this cluster
(e.g., possible projected system).
The ACT experiment saw first light in 2007, and since
2016 has been observing with its third generation re-
ceiver, Advanced ACTPol (AdvACT; Henderson et al.
2016). AdvACT consists of three detector arrays con-
taining dichroic, dual polarization horn-coupled Tran-
sition Edge Sensor (TES) bolometers, observing at 98,
150, and 220 GHz, with 27 and 39 GHz channels added
in the 2020 season. For this work, we use data from only
the 98 and 150 GHz channels, which have approximate
beam FWHM 2.2′ and 1.4′ respectively.
The cluster search was performed on co-added maps
containing ACT data obtained between 2008–2018
(made available to the community as ACT DR5). The
ACT maps for the 2008–2016 observing seasons are pub-
licly available on the LAMBDA website, with seasons
2013–2016 being processed for ACT DR4 (Aiola et al.
2020; Choi et al. 2020). ACT DR5 contains co-added
maps that incorporate early versions of the 2017–2018
data (N20), and unlike previous ACT data releases, in-
cludes observations taken during daylight hours. These
maps have not been subjected to the full battery of tests
needed for precision measurements of the CMB power
spectrum, and may contain gain errors at the level of a
few per cent. They are, however, much deeper over a
much wider area than the maps used in the ACT DR4
analysis. More than 12,000 deg2 (91% of the 13,168 deg2
cluster search area) has noise level < 30µK-arcmin at
150 GHz (N20).
The co-added maps used in this work were produced
in a two-step procedure (described in detail in N20).
Individual maximum likelihood maps were first made
for each observing season, frequency, and detector ar-
ray, following the procedures described in Du¨nner et al.
(2013) and Aiola et al. (2020). These maps were then
combined into a single map per frequency, convolved
to a common beam, by breaking each map into a se-
ries of tiles and weighting by a noise model constructed
from the hitcount-modulated 2d noise power spectrum
for each tile.
The co-added maps cover a sky area of approximately
18,000 deg2. However, several thousand square degrees
correspond to low Galactic latitudes (| b | < 20 deg),
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Figure 1. The ACT DR5 cluster search area (shaded in gray; covering 13,168 deg2 after masking), overlaid on the Planck
353 GHz map, which is sensitive to thermal emission by dust. The footprints of deep and wide optical surveys that will provide
weak-lensing mass calibration of the cluster sample are highlighted: DES (blue); HSC (magenta); and KiDS (green).
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Figure 2. A map of the white noise level in the 150 GHz map, as produced by the map maker. The 98 and 150 GHz maps,
which cover 18,000 deg2 in total, are broken into tiles (marked in red) before filtering, for the reasons outlined in Section 2.2.
The black outline marks the cluster search region, before the dust and point source masks are applied.
where either the level of dust emission is high (making
cluster detection in our mm-wave maps problematic),
or the stellar density is high (making optical confirma-
tion and redshift measurements difficult or impossible).
Therefore, we defined the cluster search area (plotted
over the Planck 353 GHz map in Fig. 1) to exclude such
regions. We also mask dusty regions within the clus-
ter search region, defined as pixels with temperature
> 0.004 K (in CMB temperature units) in the Planck
353 GHz map. We initially masked the locations of point
sources detected in the ACT 150 GHz map using cir-
cular regions with radii in the range 3–12′, depending
on the amplitude of the source at 150 GHz. After vi-
sual inspection of the filtered maps (see Section 3.2),
we found it necessary to mask some regions that were
not captured by the above procedures. Typically these
were cases where our automated procedure to define
source masking had not selected a large enough mask-
ing radius. We subsequently masked the locations of all
sources with 150 GHz flux density > 10 mJy (approxi-
mately 11,000 objects) using circles with radius 320′′,
except for those sources located within 9′ of bright clus-
ters (with y˜0 > 1×10−4; y˜0 is our chosen SZ observable,
defined in Section 2.3 below), which are not masked (be-
cause “ringing” around bright clusters can be detected
as spurious sources). After masking, the cluster search
area is 13,168 deg2.
2.2. Cluster Detection
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We search for clusters using a multi-frequency
matched filter (e.g., Melin et al. 2006; Williamson et al.
2011), applied to the 98 and 150 GHz maps,
ψ(kx, ky, νi) = A
∑
j
N−1ij (kx, ky)fSZ(νj)S(kx, ky, νj) .
(1)
where ψ is the filter, (kx, ky) denote the spatial frequen-
cies in the horizontal and vertical directions in the maps,
N is the noise covariance between the maps at different
frequencies ν, S is a beam-convolved signal template,
and A is a normalization factor chosen such that, when
applied to a set of maps containing a beam-convolved
cluster signal (in temperature units), the matched filter
returns the central Comptonization parameter (see Sec-
tion 2.3 below). We use the non-relativistic form for the
spectral dependence of the SZ effect given by
fSZ = x
ex + 1
ex − 1 − 4 , (2)
where x = hν/kBTCMB. We adopt 97.8 GHz and
149.6 GHz as the thermal SZ-weighted band centers for
the 98 and 150 GHz maps analyzed here. These are the
median values of the SZ-weighted band centers of the
individual detector arrays; in practice the effective band
centers vary slightly by position on the sky - see the
Appendix of N20 - with uncertainty ≈ 1 GHz on arcmin
scales.
We use the map itself to form the noise covariance N,
as the maps are dominated by the CMB on large scales,
and white noise on small scales, rather than by the ther-
mal SZ signal. Note that the filter is 2d in Fourier space,
in order to account for the anisotropic noise that arises
due to the scan pattern of ACT (e.g., Marriage et al.
2011), which varies according to position on the sky.
However, the signal template S is axisymmetric. We fill
holes in the map created by point source masking (see
Section 2.1) with a heavily smoothed version of the map
itself prior to Fourier transforming.
As in previous ACT cluster searches (Hasselfield et al.
2013; Hilton et al. 2018), throughout this work we model
the cluster signal using the Universal Pressure Profile
(UPP; Arnaud et al. 2010, A10 hereafter), which is con-
volved with the appropriate ACT beam for each fre-
quency to form the signal template S. To improve
the detection efficiency for clusters with different an-
gular sizes, we create a set of 16 matched filters, cor-
responding to M500c ∈ {(1, 2, 4, 8) × 1014M} and z ∈
{0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1.2}.
The ACT maps cover approximately 18,000 deg2 and
the noise level in the maps varies considerably as a func-
tion of position on the sky (see Fig. 2). In addition, the
maps are produced in plate carre´e projection (CAR in
the terminology of FITS world coordinate systems; Cal-
abretta & Greisen 2002), which leads to distortion away
from the celestial equator as the solid angle covered by a
pixel changes with declination. Therefore, we break the
maps into a set of 280 tiles, each with approximate di-
mensions 10 deg×5 deg (right ascension × declination),
and construct a different set of matched filters for each
tile. Fig. 2 shows the layout of the tiles on the 150 GHz
white noise level map (as produced by the map maker).
Since we apodize each tile before Fourier transforming
when constructing N, each tile is extended with a one
degree wide border that overlaps with its neighbours.
To select cluster candidates, we construct a signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) map for each filtered tile, and in
turn, make a segmentation map that identifies peaks
with SNR > 4. We estimate the noise map in a simi-
lar way to that used in Hilton et al. (2018), by dividing
each tile into square 40′ cells and measuring the 3σ-
clipped standard deviation in each cell, taking into ac-
count masked regions2. This accounts for variations in
depth within each tile. Finally, we apply the cluster
search area mask shown in Fig. 1, and apply the dust
and point source masks (see Section 2.1). Fig. 3 shows
a comparison between the unfiltered 98 and 150 GHz
maps, and a filtered map, after the application of all the
above procedures.
We assemble the final catalog of cluster candidates
from a set of catalogs extracted from each SNR map for
each filter scale in each tile, using a similar procedure
to Hilton et al. (2018). We use a minimum detection
threshold of a single pixel with SNR > 4 in any filtered
map, and adopt the location of the center-of-mass of
the SNR > 4 pixels in each detected object in the fil-
tered map as the coordinates of each cluster candidate.
We then create a final master candidate list by cross-
matching the catalogs assembled at each cluster scale
using a 1.4′ matching radius. Objects in the regions that
overlap between tiles are removed by applying a mask;
the tiles are defined such that each non-overlapping pixel
in a tile maps to a unique pixel in the pixelization of the
original monolithic map. We adopt the maximum SNR
across all filter scales for each candidate as the ‘optimal’
SNR detection. However, as in Hasselfield et al. (2013)
and Hilton et al. (2018), we also use a single reference
filter scale (chosen to be θ500c = 2.4
′; see Section 2.3
2 This method can underestimate the noise level within a 40′ cell if
it straddles an abrupt, large change in the map depth, resulting in
spurious candidates along such features. This can be corrected by
binning the filtered maps according to the weight maps produced
by the map maker, and will be implemented for the next version
of the catalog.
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Figure 3. A comparison between the unfiltered 98 and 150 GHz maps, and the filtered signal-to-noise map, for an approximately
10 deg×4 deg patch of sky. In the unfiltered maps, clusters appear as decrements (dark spots) in the map. Point sources appear
as white spots, and CMB fluctuations dominate at large angular scales. In the filtered signal-to-noise map, clusters appear as
white spots (marked with white circles to guide the eye; the number given in brackets is SNR2.4), and point sources have been
masked. The brightest object visible is the z = 0.70 cluster ACT-CL J2327.4-0204 (center left, near the top left of the image),
which is a SNR2.4 = 39.7 detection.
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Figure 4. Accuracy of position recovery for injected UPP-
model clusters, as a function of SNR2.4. The offset with
respect to the original input cluster position is plotted on
the vertical axis. The gray points show the offsets recovered
for individual model clusters. The solid lines show model fits
of the form given in equation (3) that enclose the 50, 95, and
99.7 percentiles.
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Figure 5. Results of fitting the distribution of recovered
position offsets obtained from source insertion simulations
using the Rayleigh distribution (equation 4). The simple
model shown is a good description of how the scale parameter
σR changes as a function of SNR2.4.
below) at which we measure the cluster SZ signal and
signal-to-noise ratio. Throughout this work we use SNR
to refer to the ‘optimal’ signal-to-noise ratio (maximized
over all filter scales), and SNR2.4 for the signal-to-noise
ratio measured at the fixed 2.4′ filter scale. The final
catalog contains 8881 SNR > 4 candidates selected from
a survey area of 13,168 deg2.
We checked the accuracy of recovered cluster positions
by injecting simulated clusters into the maps and re-
running the filtering and cluster detection procedures,
taking care to remove objects corresponding to real
cluster candidates from the resulting catalogs. The
injected clusters are UPP models with uniformly dis-
tributed amplitudes and sizes selected from θ500c(
′) ∈
{7.8, 4.2, 2.4, 1.5}. More than 5.7 million model clusters
with 4 < SNR2.4 < 20 are recovered from these simula-
tions. We fit a model of the form
r = Ae−SNR2.4/B + C , (3)
where r specifies the distance (in arcmin) between in-
put and recovered model cluster positions within which
some percentile of the objects are found, and A, B, and
C are fit parameters. Fig. 4 shows this model plotted
over the position recovery data for the 50, 95, and 99.7
percentiles. The radial distance within which 99.7% of
the model clusters are recovered is specified by a model
with A = 38.1, B = 1.16, and C = 0.69. We use this
model for cross matching cluster candidates against ex-
ternal catalogs (see Section 3.2 below).
For some applications (e.g., stacking on cluster posi-
tions), it is useful to model the positional uncertainty
using the Rayleigh distribution, i.e.,
P (r, σR) =
r
σR
exp
(−r2/2σ2R) , (4)
where r is the distance between the true and recovered
cluster position, and σR is the scale parameter for the
distribution. We fitted models of the form given in equa-
tion (4) to the distribution of recovered position offsets
obtained from the source insertion simulations described
above, binned by SNR2.4. Fig. 5 shows the resulting
measurements of σR as a function of SNR2.4, together
with a simple model that captures how σR changes with
SNR2.4.
We assess the number of false positive detections in
the candidate list as a function of SNR2.4 by running
the cluster detection algorithm over sky simulations that
are free of cluster signal. We use the map based simu-
lations3 developed for Simons Observatory (Ade et al.
2019) for this purpose (Zonca et al., in prep.). We create
maps at 93 and 145 GHz (the available bandpasses in the
simulations are slightly different to ACT) on the N20
pixelization, containing a realization of the CMB plus
the Cosmic Infrared Background (CIB) as implemented
in WebSky4 (Stein et al. 2020). Since a complete model
suitable for generating random realizations of the noise
in the N20 maps is not currently available (and there
are no splits of the N20 maps), we add white noise to
3 https://github.com/simonsobs/map based simulations/
4 https://mocks.cita.utoronto.ca/index.php/WebSky
Extragalactic CMB Mocks
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Figure 6. The number of false positive detections (NFalse;
upper panel) above a given SNR2.4 cut resulting from run-
ning the cluster finder on signal-free simulated maps with
the same survey area, masks, and pixelization as the real
N20 maps. The lower panel shows the fraction of false pos-
itives (FFalse) expected in the real ACT DR5 candidate list
above a given SNR2.4 cut. As shown in Section 3.3, the
simple simulations used here are a reasonable match to the
fraction of clusters recovered in regions where deep optical
observations are used for confirmation.
the simulated maps following the levels in the N20 in-
verse variance maps. This means that the false positive
rate inferred from these maps will be slightly optimistic,
but as shown in Section 3.3, it is a reasonable match to
the purity of the real cluster sample as assessed from
regions with deep optical data. We apply all the same
masks to the signal-free simulated maps as are used on
the real maps, so the resulting catalog is drawn from a
simulated survey with exactly the same area as the real
ACT DR5.
The upper panel of Fig. 6 shows the number of detec-
tions in the signal-free simulation (NFalse) as a func-
tion of SNR2.4 cut. For SNR2.4 > 4, we find there
are 2471 false detections, falling to 75 for SNR2.4 > 5,
and 2 for SNR2.4 > 6. For comparison, there are 7409
SNR2.4 > 4 candidates in the real candidate list (note
that the full candidate list is not provided with this pa-
per; we release only the catalog of optically confirmed
clusters). Assuming that NFalse is a reasonable estimate
of the false positive rate in the real cluster candidate
list, we can estimate the fraction of false positives as
FFalse = NFalse/NTotal, whereNTotal is the number of ob-
jects in the real ACT DR5 candidate list. This is shown
in the lower panel of Fig. 6. We find that FFalse = 0.34
for SNR2.4 > 4, 0.03 for SNR2.4 > 5, and 0.001 for
SNR2.4 > 6. We caution that these figures represent
lower limits to the contamination rate in the candidate
list, as the simulations used here do not capture all of
the possible noise sources in the real maps. We compare
1− FFalse to the fraction of optically confirmed clusters
in Section 3.3.
2.3. Cluster Characterization
In this work we continue to use the same approach to
characterizing the SZ signal and its relation to mass as
introduced in Hasselfield et al. (2013) and used in the
ACTPol cluster search (Hilton et al. 2018). Briefly, we
choose to characterize the SZ signal and survey com-
pleteness by selecting a single reference filter scale of
angular size θ500c = 2.4
′, which corresponds to a UPP-
model cluster with mass M500c = 2×1014M at z = 0.4
(close to the median redshift of the sample) for our fidu-
cial cosmology. This avoids inter-filter noise bias, where
local noise variations (e.g., the presence of CMB cold
spots near candidates) can affect estimates of the clus-
ter signal (and size) based on the maximal signal-to-
noise filter scale (see the discussion in Hasselfield et al.
2013). However, we note that since the cluster finder
still maximizes SNR over location on the sky, there is
still a small positive bias in the recovered SNR values
(≈ 7% at SNR2.4 = 4.0; see, e.g., Vanderlinde et al.
2010).
For a map filtered at the fixed 2.4′ reference scale, we
assume that the cluster central Compton parameter y˜0
is related to mass through
y˜0 = 10
A0E(z)2
(
M500c
Mpivot
)1+B0
Q(θ500c)frel(M500c, z) ,
(5)
where 10A0 = 4.95 × 10−5 is the normalization, B0 =
0.08, Mpivot = 3 × 1014M, Q(θ500c) is the filter mis-
match function (θ500c = R500c/DA, where DA is the
angular diameter distance), and frel is a relativistic cor-
rection. E(z) describes the evolution of the Hubble pa-
rameter with redshift, i.e., E(z) =
√
Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ.
The parameter values for 10A0 , B0 and Mpivot are equiv-
alent to the A10 scaling relation, which was calibrated
using X-ray observations. While this will typically result
in masses that are lower than those calibrated against
weak-lensing measurements (e.g., Miyatake et al. 2019,
in the case of ACTPol), we choose to use the A10 re-
lation here to ease comparison with our previous work.
We also provide an alternative set of masses, rescaled
via a richness-based weak-lensing calibration procedure,
as described in Section 4.1.
The function Q(θ500c) in equation (5) accounts for the
mismatch between the size of a cluster with a different
mass and redshift to the reference model used to define
the matched filter (including the effect of the beam) and
in turn y˜0 (see Section 3.1 of Hasselfield et al. 2013; Sec-
tion 2.3 of Hilton et al. 2018). Since we break the map
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into tiles and construct a filter for each tile (Section 2.2),
each tile has its own Q(θ500c) function.
We implement the relativistic correction frel applied
in equation (5) differently in this work compared to pre-
vious ACT cluster surveys, which were based solely on
150 GHz data rather than the 98 and 150 GHz maps an-
alyzed here. The size of frel depends on frequency, and
is up to 1% larger at 150 GHz than 98 GHz for very
massive clusters (M500c ≈ 8 × 1014M). We use the
Arnaud et al. (2005) mass–temperature relation to con-
vert M500c to temperature at a given cluster redshift,
and then apply the formulae of Itoh et al. (1998) to cal-
culate frel at each frequency. The filter ψ defined in
equation (1) returns the value y˜0 when applied to a set
of multi-frequency maps, weighting the contribution of
each map to the returned SZ signal according to both
the spectral dependence of the SZ signal (equation 2)
and the noise in the map. We use these weights, which
differ from tile to tile, to estimate an average frel for
each cluster. The overall impact of the relativistic cor-
rection is small (approximately 3% for the median mass
of the ACT DR5 cluster sample).
Equation (5) cannot be inverted to obtain the mass
M500c, due to the steepness of the cluster mass function
and the presence of intrinsic log normal scatter σint in
y˜0 about the mean relation defined by equation (5). We
adopt σint = 0.2 throughout this work, based on the
results of numerical simulations (see Hasselfield et al.
2013). Given a cluster redshift measurement, mass esti-
mates are extracted by computing the posterior proba-
bility
P (M500c|y˜0, z) ∝ P (y˜0|M500c, z)P (M500c|z) , (6)
where P (M500c|z) is the halo mass function at red-
shift z, for which we use the fitting formulae of Tinker
et al. (2008), as implemented in the Core Cosmology
Library v2.1 (CCL5; Chisari et al. 2019). We assume
σ8 = 0.80 for such calculations throughout this work.
We account for the uncertainties on both z and y˜0 in
calculating P (M500c|y˜0, z), and adopt the maximum of
the P (M500c|y˜0, z) distribution as the cluster M500c esti-
mate. The uncertainties quoted on these masses are 1σ
error bars that do not take into account any uncertainty
on the scaling relation parameters.
The mass estimates obtained through equations (5)
and (6) are referred to as MUPP500c throughout this work.
For comparison with some other works (e.g., the Planck
PSZ2 catalog; Planck Collaboration et al. 2016b), it is
sometimes necessary to neglect the Eddington bias cor-
5 https://github.com/LSSTDESC/CCL
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Figure 7. The completeness for SNR2.4 > 5 as a function
of redshift, in terms of MUPP500c , over the full 13,168 deg
2 sur-
vey footprint. The Tinker et al. (2008) halo mass function
and Arnaud et al. (2010) scaling relation are assumed (see
Section 2.4). The dashed black contour marks the 90% com-
pleteness limit.
rection (done by equation 6) that accounts for the steep-
ness of the cluster mass function and intrinsic scatter
(see the discussion in Battaglia et al. 2016 and Hilton
et al. 2018). We label these ‘uncorrected’ masses as
MUnc500c.
2.4. Survey Completeness
We estimate the completeness of the survey in terms
of mass using mock catalogs generated through Monte
Carlo simulations. For speed, the calculations are per-
formed on a redshift grid, covering the range 0 < z < 2
in steps of size ∆z = 0.01. At each redshift step, we
make 2 million draws from the Tinker et al. (2008)
halo mass function, above a minimum halo mass of
M500c > 8×1013M (i.e., well below the expected mass
limit). We then calculate the true value of y˜0 for each
of the randomly drawn halo masses using equation (5),
assuming the scaling relation parameters derived from
A10. Here we apply the appropriate filter mismatch
function (Q) for the tile each mock cluster is located
in, and apply the relativistic correction as described in
Section 2.3. We then add Gaussian-distributed random
noise to y˜0, according to the level estimated in the y˜0
noise map, and finally we add log-normal scatter to y˜0
with size σint = 0.2 (see Section 2.3). After repeat-
ing this for each redshift step and each map tile (see
Section 2.2), we have assembled an oversampled mock
catalog containing true masses, redshifts, and mock y˜0
values (and their uncertainties) over the full ACT DR5
cluster search area that extends well below the mass
selection limit. We then project this catalog onto a
(log10M500c, z) grid, and estimate the completeness as
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Figure 8. Map of the 90% completeness mass limit for SNR2.4 > 5 as a function of redshift, in terms of M
UPP
500c , evaluated at
z = 0.5 (the median redshift of the detected clusters). The variation is driven by the ACT observing strategy.
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Figure 9. Mass sensitivity in terms of MUPP500c , evaluated at z = 0.5, as a cumulative function of area, for the whole survey
(left), and for the deepest 20% (right).
the fraction of the mock clusters in each (log10M500c, z)
bin that are above a chosen SNR2.4 detection threshold.
We repeat this process 1000 times, taking the average
as the estimate of the overall survey completeness.
Fig. 7 shows the 90% completeness limit as a function
of redshift in terms of MUPP500c for SNR2.4 > 5 over the
full 13,168 deg2 survey area. Evaluated at z = 0.5 (ap-
proximately the median redshift of the cluster sample;
see Section 3), we estimate that the cluster catalog is
90% complete for MUPP500c > 3.8 × 1014M. The survey
is slightly more sensitive to lower mass clusters than this
in areas that overlap with the DES, HSC, and KiDS op-
tical surveys (MUPP500c > 3.6× 1014M). This statement
relates only to the noise levels in the ACT maps in the
regions of overlap, i.e., no optical information is used in
deriving estimates of the survey mass limit.
There is a fairly large spatial variation in the mass
completeness limit across the map, as shown in Fig. 8,
which is driven by the ACT observing strategy. Fig. 9
shows the cumulative survey area as a function of the
estimated mass completeness limit. Almost all of the
vastly-increased survey area reaches a lower mass limit
than previous ACT cluster surveys (Marriage et al. 2011;
Hasselfield et al. 2013; Hilton et al. 2018). Clusters with
masses in the range 2.1 < MUPP500c /10
14M < 3.1 can be
detected in the deepest 20% of the survey, corresponding
to an area of 2634 deg2 – more than double the area
searched in Hilton et al. (2018), and larger than the
area searched in the SPT-SZ survey (Bleem et al. 2015b;
Bocquet et al. 2019).
3. OPTICAL/IR FOLLOW-UP AND REDSHIFTS
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In this Section we describe the process of optical/IR
confirmation of SZ-detected candidates as clusters of
galaxies. The redshifts assigned to objects in the cluster
catalog come from a variety of sources. We begin by de-
scribing these in turn in Section 3.1 below. Section 3.2
describes the process of cross matching the cluster can-
didate list against external catalogs, visual inspection of
the available optical/IR data, and the process by which
we adopted a single redshift measurement for each clus-
ter.
3.1. Redshift Sources
3.1.1. Large Public Spectroscopic Surveys
The large ACT DR5 survey area overlaps with sev-
eral large public spectroscopic surveys. In this work
we made use of 2dFLenS (Blake et al. 2016), OzDES
(Childress et al. 2017), SDSS DR16 (Ahumada et al.
2020), and VIPERS (Scodeggio et al. 2018). We cross
matched the cluster candidate list against each of these
surveys in turn, and estimated cluster redshifts using
an iterative procedure similar to that used in Hilton
et al. (2018). For each cluster in the list, we first select
only galaxies with secure spectroscopic redshifts located
within a projected distance of 1 Mpc from the cluster SZ
position. We then iteratively estimate the cluster red-
shift using the biweight location estimator (e.g., Beers
et al. 1990), keeping only galaxies with peculiar veloc-
ities within 3000 km s−1 (approximately 3× the typical
cluster line of sight velocity dispersion) of the redshift
estimated at each iteration. If no galaxies are found that
satisfy this criterion, we estimate the redshift from the
median of all the galaxy redshifts still left, and begin
the next iteration. This procedure typically converges
within a couple of iterations. SDSS DR16 provides the
vast majority of spectroscopic redshifts assigned to clus-
ters in the final catalog (1125), followed by 2dFLens
(56), OzDES (3), and VIPERS (2). Note that follow-
ing visual inspection of optical imaging (Section 3.2),
we rejected 55 cases of erroneous redshift estimates pro-
duced by the above automated procedure in favour of a
“manually assigned” spectroscopic redshift (e.g., based
on an obvious brightest central galaxy). These objects
are flagged in the warnings field of the cluster catalog
(see Table 1).
3.1.2. Photometric Redshifts From RedMaPPer
The cluster search area has a large overlap with SDSS
(in equatorial regions) and 4552 deg2 in common with
the deep griz imaging provided by DES - i.e., almost all
of the DES footprint (see Fig.1). The DES data used in
this work come from the first three years of observations
(referred to throughout this paper as “DES Y3”), for
which the imaging and photometric catalogs are publicly
available as DES DR16 (Abbott et al. 2018).
RedMaPPer is an optical red-sequence based cluster
finding algorithm that was applied to ugriz SDSS data
(Rykoff et al. 2014), and has subsequently been devel-
oped to run on DES photometry (Rykoff et al. 2016). In
SDSS, redMaPPer is able to find clusters out to z ≈ 0.5,
while the increased depth of DES allows it to find clus-
ters out to z ≈ 0.9. One of the key features of redMaP-
Per is its optical richness measurement (λ), which has
been shown to scale with cluster mass (e.g., Simet et al.
2017; McClintock et al. 2019). The photometric red-
shift estimates provided by redMaPPer are very accu-
rate, with σz/(1 + z) < 0.02 over the full redshift range
probed in each survey.
In this work we use the public SDSS redMaPPer cata-
log (v6.3; Rykoff et al. 2014) and a new redMaPPer cata-
log based on the DES Y3 photometry (v6.4.22), contain-
ing 33,654 clusters. Both catalogs contain only λ > 20
systems; at this richness, only 5 − 7% of the clusters
are expected to be projections along the line of sight
(Rykoff et al. 2014, 2016). Since the SZ-selected ACT
DR5 cluster catalog may contain clusters at high red-
shift (z > 0.8) that may not be found by redMaPPer
alone, we also ran redMaPPer in ‘scanning mode’, us-
ing the prior information of the ACT cluster candidate
positions. We found that there is 5% chance associa-
tion probability of detecting a λ > 20 system by using
redMaPPer in this mode, from a test based on a mock
ACT DR5 catalog containing > 93, 000 random posi-
tions within the DES Y3 footprint, generated from the
y˜0 noise map. Note that this represents the average
chance association probability; it is possible that this
quantity varies with redshift (see the treatment in Klein
et al. 2019). Bleem et al. (2020) applied the redMaP-
Per scanning mode to the SPT Extended Cluster Sur-
vey (SPT-ECS), and report a similar chance association
probability to that which we find between ACT DR5
and redMaPPer.
We adopted redMaPPer redshifts for 1427 clusters in
the ACT DR5 catalog (255 from SDSS, 1017 from DES
Y3, and a further 155 from the ‘scanning mode’ run in
DES Y3). This is the most from any of the redshift
sources used in this work. Fig. 10 shows some example
images of clusters confirmed using redMaPPer in DES
Y3.
3.1.3. Photometric Redshifts from CAMIRA
The Hyper Suprime-Cam Subaru Strategic Program
(HSC-SSP) is a deep optical grizy survey reaching
6 https://des.ncsa.illinois.edu/releases/dr1
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Figure 10. Example DES gri images of ACT DR5 clusters at various redshifts confirmed using redMaPPer. Each image is
5′ on a side, with North at the top, East at the left. The contours mark signal-to-noise ratio in the ACT map filtered at the
reference 2.4′ scale. The lowest level shown corresponds to 3σ significance, and each subsequent level is 2σ higher.
to depths fainter than 26th magnitude in the r-band
(Miyazaki et al. 2018; Aihara et al. 2018). The HSC-SSP
full-depth full-color (FDFC) footprint corresponding to
observations up to the 2019A semester has 468 deg2 of
overlap with the ACT DR5 cluster search area, as shown
in Fig. 1.
An optical cluster finding algorithm named CAMIRA
(Cluster finding Algorithm based on Multi-band Identi-
fication of Red-sequence gAlaxies; Oguri 2014), which
is similar to redMaPPer but was developed indepen-
dently, has been run on the HSC data. Here we use
the CAMIRA cluster catalog based on HSC-SSP S19A
photometry; note that the CAMIRA cluster search uses
a less conservative mask and covers slightly more area
than the FDFC mask. The photometric redshift esti-
mates provided by CAMIRA have low scatter (σz/(1 +
z) = 0.008 at z < 1.1; σz/(1+z) ≈ 0.02 for z > 1.1), and
reach to z ≈ 1.4 (higher than the z < 1.1 limit in the
S16A catalog; Oguri et al. 2018). Similarly to redMaP-
Per, we also ran CAMIRA in ‘scanning mode’, using
prior information of ACT candidate positions. We find
that the 5% chance association probability corresponds
to a richness threshold of Nmem > 16, by running the
algorithm on a catalog of random positions drawn from
a mock ACT DR5 cluster catalog. We use this to set
the minimum Nmem threshold when considering cross
matches against the CAMIRA catalog.
We adopted redshifts for 57 clusters from CAMIRA
(only 7 of these are from the ‘scanning mode’ run).
Fig. 11 shows some example clusters confirmed using
CAMIRA.
3.1.4. Photometric Redshifts From zCluster
The zCluster algorithm, described in Hilton et al.
(2018), estimates redshifts for galaxy clusters using
broadband photometry, given a priori knowledge of the
cluster position. This is done using a weighted sum of
the redshift probability distributions for galaxies along
the line of sight to a cluster candidate. In addition to
the redshift estimate, zCluster also provides a measure
of optical density contrast,
δ(zc) =
n0.5 Mpc(zc)
An3−4 Mpc(zc)
− 1 , (7)
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Figure 11. Example gri images of ACT DR5 clusters at various redshifts, confirmed using HSC imaging and the CAMIRA
optical cluster finder. Each image is 5′ on a side, with North at the top, East at the left. The ACT signal-to-noise contours
have the same scaling as in Fig. 10.
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Figure 12. The left panel shows a comparison of spectroscopic redshifts (zs) with zCluster photometric redshifts (zc) based on
DECaLS DR8 photometry. More than 98% of the objects are recovered within ∆z/(1 + zs) < 0.05 of the spectroscopic redshift.
Note that a bias correction of the form z = zc + 0.02(1 + zc) has been applied to the photometric redshifts. The right panel
illustrates how the scatter in the photometric redshifts varies with the δ statistic. Objects with δ > 3 are highlighted; many
objects with δ below this threshold have accurate redshift estimates, but the scatter is much larger.
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where zc is the estimated photometric redshift for the
cluster, n0.5 Mpc(zc) is the number of galaxies within
0.5 Mpc projected distance of the given cluster position,
n3−4 Mpc(zc) is a measure of the background number of
galaxies in a circular annulus 3–4 Mpc from the cluster
position, and A is a factor that accounts for the differ-
ence in area between these two count measurements. As
shown in Hilton et al. (2018), a δ threshold can be used
to identify cluster candidates with unreliable redshift es-
timates.
In this work, we applied zCluster to photometric data
from the Dark Energy Camera Legacy Survey (DECaLS
DR8; Dey et al. 2019), the Kilo Degree Survey (KiDS
DR4; Wright et al. 2019), and SDSS (DR16; Ahumada
et al. 2020). DECaLS provides optical grz photometry
combined with 3.4, 4.6µm photometry from the Wide-
field Infrared Survey Explorer mission (WISE; Wright
et al. 2010), and covers most of the ACT DR5 cluster
search area footprint (10,787 deg2 of overlap). We find
that zCluster is able to measure cluster redshifts out to
z ≈ 1.4 when applied to DECaLS, due to the inclusion of
the WISE data. KiDS DR4 provides ugriZYJHKs pho-
tometry over 823 deg2 in common with ACT DR5, with
near-infrared data provided by the VISTA Kilo degree
Infrared Galaxy survey (VIKING; Edge et al. 2013).
This work benefits from several improvements that
have been made to zCluster, which we briefly summarize
here: (i) a new automated masking procedure, that con-
structs an area mask image using the positions of objects
in the catalog and the typical nearest-neighbour sepa-
ration, resulting in more accurate δ estimates close to
survey boundaries; (ii) bootstrap resampling is used to
estimate the uncertainty on the density contrast statistic
(∆δ) at all points along the redshift range, and redshifts
at which δ/∆δ < 3 are rejected; and (iii) we have added
the ability to easily swap the spectral template set used
for the individual galaxy photometric redshift estimates.
While we ran zCluster on SDSS and KiDS photome-
try using the same set of spectral templates as used in
Hilton et al. (2018), i.e., the default templates from the
EAZY photometric redshift code (Brammer et al. 2008),
supplemented by the Coleman et al. (1980, CWW here-
after) templates, we found it necessary to switch the
spectral template set in order to optimize the perfor-
mance when running on DECaLS photometry. We used
a subset of the spectral templates used in the COSMOS
survey (Ilbert et al. 2009; Salvato et al. 2011), represent-
ing a range of normal galaxies and AGNs, removing all
elliptical templates based on Bruzual & Charlot (2003)
stellar population synthesis models (as these were found
to give biased results for individual galaxies at moder-
ate redshifts; we speculate that this is probably related
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Figure 13. Fraction of random positions drawn from a
mock ACT DR5 cluster catalog where δ, the zCluster density
contrast statistic as measured using DECaLS photometry, is
greater than some value. We find δ > 3 for 5% of the random
points.
to the extrapolation of the stellar population synthesis
models into the WISE bands), and adding in the CWW
template set.
Fig. 12 presents a comparison between 1168 clusters
with spectroscopic redshifts (zs) and zCluster photomet-
ric redshift estimates (zc), based on DECaLS photome-
try. Note that we have corrected the zCluster redshifts
for a bias of the form z = zc + 0.02(1 + zc), where z
represents the corrected photometric redshift. We have
not identified the source of this bias as yet, but note
that this correction is sufficient to ensure that on aver-
age the zCluster redshifts reported in this work are not
biased. As shown in Fig. 12, for clusters with δ > 3,
the scatter in the redshift residuals ∆z/(1 + zs) is small
(σbw = 0.014; estimated using the biweight scale, e.g.,
Beers et al. 1990). The scatter rises to σbw = 0.04 for
the 16 objects beyond z > 1. We find that 98% of
the redshifts are recovered within ∆z/(1 + zs) < 0.05 of
the spectroscopic redshift, so the number of catastrophic
outliers is small.
To estimate the probability of a cluster candidate be-
ing associated with a random position on the sky where
δ > 3, we ran zCluster on DECaLS photometry on
the same mock cluster catalog used for similar tests
of redMaPPer and CAMIRA (Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3
above). Fig. 13 shows the results of this exercise. We
find that 5% of random positions have δ > 3, rising
to 14% for δ > 2 and 26% for δ > 1.5. Neverthe-
less, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 12, the zClus-
ter photometric redshift estimates largely remain accu-
rate at δ < 3: we find σbw = 0.018 for objects with
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Figure 14. Example DECaLS grz images of ACT DR5 clusters at z < 0.8 (top row) and unWISE images of z > 1 ACT DR5
clusters (bottom row). Each image is 5′ on a side, with North at the top, East at the left. See Fig. 10 for an explanation of the
contour levels.
2 < δ < 3, with 95% of these objects being found within
∆z/(1 + zs) < 0.05 of the spectroscopic redshift.
Fig. 14 presents images of some example clusters con-
firmed using zCluster and DECaLS. The ACT DR5 clus-
ter catalog contains 723 objects with redshifts provided
by zCluster (712 based on DECaLS photometry, 4 based
on KiDS data, and 7 based on SDSS DR16). For 13
of the measurements based on DECaLS, we applied a
z > 0.6 prior to avoid confusion with projected lower z
systems that were judged not to be the source of the SZ
signal following visual inspection of the available imag-
ing. In 100 cases where no alternative estimate is avail-
able, we adopt zCluster redshifts with δ < 3. All of these
exceptions are appropriately flagged in the warnings
field of the cluster catalog (see Table 1).
3.1.5. Spectroscopic Redshifts From BEAMS
The BEAMS project (Brightest cluster galaxy Evolu-
tion with ACT, MeerKAT, and SALT) is a Large Sci-
ence Program on the Southern African Large Telescope
(SALT) that is obtaining long-slit spectroscopic observa-
tions of around 150 cluster central galaxies in a represen-
tative sample of 0.3 < z < 0.8 ACT clusters. BEAMS
observations began in May 2019 and at the time of writ-
ing 54 clusters have been observed. The SALT data in
hand have been processed with a modified version of the
pipeline described in Hilton et al. (2018). In this work,
we report spectroscopic redshifts from BEAMS (labeled
SALTSpec in Table 2) for 15 clusters that would other-
wise have only photometric estimates.
3.1.6. Other Redshift Sources
We adopted a large number of redshifts used in the
ACT DR5 cluster catalog from various sources in the
literature. In particular, we used redshifts from previous
published SZ surveys by ACT (Menanteau et al. 2013a;
Sifo´n et al. 2016; Hilton et al. 2018), Planck (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2016b), and SPT (Bleem et al.
2015b, 2020; Bocquet et al. 2019); optically selected
cluster catalogs based on SDSS (Wen et al. 2012; Wen &
Han 2015, labelled as ‘WHL’ in this work), KiDS DR3
(Maturi et al. 2019, photometric redshifts based on the
AMICO cluster finding algorithm), and ESO ATLAS
(Ansarinejad et al. 2020, photometric redshifts based
on the ORCA cluster finding algorithm; Murphy et al.
2012); and the IR-selected Massive Distant Clusters of
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WISE survey (MaDCoWS; Gonzalez et al. 2019), which
contains more than 2000 high redshift (0.7 < z < 1.5)
clusters selected from a survey area that covers most of
the extragalactic sky.
We collected a large number of redshifts using the
NASA Extragalactic Database (NED7). We took care
to classify such redshifts as spectroscopic or photomet-
ric with appropriate uncertainties. References for these
miscellaneous sources can be found in the notes for Ta-
ble 2.
3.2. Cluster Confirmation and Redshift Assignment
We confirmed SZ-detected candidates as galaxy clus-
ters using the wide variety of surveys described in Sec-
tion 3.1, in combination with an extensive effort to visu-
ally inspect the available optical/IR imaging for a large
fraction of the catalog.
To reduce the required visual classification effort, we
cross-matched the cluster candidate list against several
external cluster catalogs that we deem to be reliable.
The cross matching procedure makes use of the posi-
tion recovery model given in equation (3) and shown
in Fig. 4. We adopt the fit parameters that describe
the radial distance as a function of SNR2.4 within which
99.7% of the injected clusters were recovered. This ac-
counts for uncertainty in the ACT cluster positions, due
to noise fluctuations in the filtered maps. However, the
model does not account for position uncertainties in the
external cluster catalogs. Therefore, we add in quadra-
ture the equivalent of an additional 0.5 Mpc projected
distance to the cross matching radius, evaluated at the
redshift reported in the catalog being cross matched.
This serves as a conservative estimate of positional un-
certainties in the external cross match catalogs.
We adopt a single redshift for each cluster in the cata-
log, after consideration of the various potential redshift
measurements available. Table 2 lists the number of
redshifts used from each potential source together with
the appropriate references. Where possible, first prefer-
ence is given to a spectroscopic redshift. If this is not
available, for clusters that have cross matches against
external cluster catalogs, we select a photometric red-
shift according to the following in order of preference:
(i) redMaPPer in DES Y3; (ii) CAMIRA; (iii) SPT; (iv)
redMaPPer in SDSS; (v) WHL. The order reflects the
fact that we give preference to redshifts measured in
deeper optical surveys.
We assigned redshifts from AMICO, ESO ATLAS,
MaDCoWS, PSZ2, zCluster, and miscellaneous liter-
7 https://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
ature sources (labeled Lit in Table 2) to clusters af-
ter visual inspection of the optical/IR imaging from
DECaLS, DES, KiDS, SDSS, HSC-SSP, Pan-STARRS
(PS1; Flewelling et al. 2016), and WISE. We similarly
visually inspected all objects with redshifts derived from
public spectroscopic surveys to check that the redshift
assignment was sensible (i.e., derived from cluster mem-
ber galaxies such as the BCG). Note, however, that
although the catalog contains clusters detected with
SNR > 4, visual inspection of cluster candidates is only
complete for all objects with SNR2.4 > 5. Objects with
SNR2.4 < 5 have only been visually inspected if there
is some evidence from an external source that they may
be galaxy clusters (e.g., δ > 3 as measured by zClus-
ter, or a cross match with an optical/IR-selected cluster
catalog).
3.3. Purity and Follow-up Completeness
The fraction of optically confirmed cluster candidates
above a given signal-to-noise threshold can be used to
assess the purity of a cluster sample, in the case of a
complete set of follow-up observations (e.g., Menanteau
et al. 2010). Currently, we do not have all of the deep
optical and IR data that would be needed to determine
the nature of all the sources in the ACT DR5 cluster
candidate list in the full 13,168 deg2 survey area. Due
to the redshift-independent nature of the SZ effect, it is
possible for candidates to be located at distances that
place them beyond the reach of our available imaging.
Therefore, in the high signal-to-noise regime, where the
cluster sample is expected to be highly pure (see Fig. 6),
the fraction of optically confirmed clusters in the ACT
DR5 sample gives an indication of the completeness of
follow-up. At low signal-to-noise, this measure is instead
driven by the false positive detection rate.
Fig. 15 shows the fraction of confirmed clusters as a
function of SNR2.4 detection threshold, broken down in
terms of overlap with deep optical surveys. More than
98% of the ACT DR5 candidates with SNR2.4 > 5.5
in the regions with DES Y3 and/or HSC S19A opti-
cal coverage are confirmed as clusters and have redshift
measurements. The fraction of confirmed clusters above
the same SNR2.4 cut is slightly lower in the region cov-
ered by KiDS DR4 (94%), and significantly lower when
the full 13,168 deg2 ACT DR5 cluster search area is con-
sidered (89%). This reflects the fact that a significant
fraction of the full ACT DR5 footprint does not have
complete coverage with data of similar quality to these
deep optical surveys.
As shown in Section 2.2 and Fig. 6, we expect 34%
of candidates to be false positives for a selection cut of
SNR2.4 > 4, based on a signal-free simulation of the
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Table 2. Breakdown of redshift sources used in the ACT DR5 cluster catalog. The labels given in the Source column
correspond to those used in the redshiftSource column in the FITS Table format cluster catalog (see Table 1). See
Section 3.2 for a description of how redshifts were assigned to each cluster.
Source Number Fraction (%) Reference(s)
redMaPPer 1427 34.0 Rykoff et al. (2014); Rykoff et al. (2016); see Section 3.1.2
PublicSpec 1186 28.3 This work - based on data from 2dFLens (Blake et al. 2016);
OzDES (Childress et al. 2017); SDSS (Ahumada et al. 2020);
and VIPERS (Scodeggio et al. 2018); see Section 3.1.1
zCluster 723 17.2 This work; see Section 3.1.4
WHL 273 6.5 Wen et al. (2012); Wen & Han (2015)
SPT 202 4.8 Bocquet et al. (2019); Bleem et al. (2020)
Lit 164 3.9 See table notes
ACT 52 1.2 Menanteau et al. (2013a); Sifo´n et al. (2016); Hilton et al. (2018)
CAMIRA 57 1.4 Oguri et al. (2018); see Section 3.1.3
ATLAS 51 1.2 Ansarinejad et al. (2020)
PSZ2 21 0.5 Planck Collaboration et al. (2016b)
SALTSpec 15 0.4 This work; see Section 3.1.5
MaDCoWS 13 0.3 Gonzalez et al. (2019)
AMICO 11 0.3 Maturi et al. (2019)
Total spectroscopic 1652 39.4 · · ·
Total photometric 2543 60.6 · · ·
Note—Sources for literature redshifts: Abell et al. (1989); Stocke et al. (1991); Struble & Rood (1991); Gioia &
Luppino (1994); Dalton et al. (1994); Hughes et al. (1995); Crawford et al. (1995); Shectman et al. (1996); Cappi
et al. (1998); Tucker et al. (1998); De Grandi et al. (1999); Struble & Rood (1999); Caccianiga et al. (2000); Schwope
et al. (2000); Romer et al. (2000); Bo¨hringer et al. (2000); White (2000); Oegerle & Hill (2001); Cruddace et al.
(2002); De Propris et al. (2002); Gladders et al. (2003); Mullis et al. (2003); Valtchanov et al. (2004); Bo¨hringer
et al. (2004); Smith et al. (2004); Allen et al. (2004); Zaritsky et al. (2006); Barkhouse et al. (2006); Pimbblet
et al. (2006); Ebeling et al. (2007); Burenin et al. (2007); Schmidt & Allen (2007); Gilbank et al. (2008); Cavagnolo
et al. (2008); Allen et al. (2008); Gal et al. (2009); Coziol et al. (2009); Dawson et al. (2009); Sharon et al. (2010);
Wuyts et al. (2010); Mantz et al. (2010); Fassbender et al. (2011); Gralla et al. (2011); Geach et al. (2011); Chon &
Bo¨hringer (2012); Planck Collaboration et al. (2012); Song et al. (2012); Mann & Ebeling (2012); Mehrtens et al.
(2012); Willis et al. (2013a); Nastasi et al. (2014); Crawford et al. (2014); Bradley et al. (2014); Lauer et al. (2014);
Stanford et al. (2014); Planck Collaboration et al. (2015); Gonzalez et al. (2015); Bleem et al. (2015a); Ehlert et al.
(2015); Buddendiek et al. (2015); Proust et al. (2015)
survey. We use this to predict the purity of the sam-
ple (labeled as 1− FFalse in Fig. 15), although as noted
earlier, this represents a best case scenario as the sim-
ulations used do not fully capture all the noise sources
present in the real data. We see that this traces the
fraction of candidates confirmed as clusters in the DES
and HSC regions reasonably well, indicating that further
optical follow-up efforts in these areas should produce
only a modest increase in the fraction of confirmed clus-
ters. On the other hand, only 52% of 7409 candidates
with SNR2.4 > 4 detected in the full 13,168 deg
2 ACT
DR5 footprint are currently optically confirmed, com-
pared to the 66% expected if the estimate of the false
positive rate is accurate. Therefore, further follow-up
over the full ACT DR5 area has the potential to add
approximately 960 clusters to the sample.
4. THE ACT DR5 CLUSTER CATALOG
4.1. Properties of the Cluster Catalog
This release of the ACT cluster catalog consists of
4195 optically confirmed galaxy clusters detected with
SNR > 4 using the combination of the 98 and 150 GHz
ACT maps. Table 1 describes the data provided in the
catalog. Each cluster in the catalog has a redshift mea-
surement (see Section 3.1) and a set of mass estimates
inferred from our SZ observable, y˜0 (see Section 2.3).
The left panel of Fig. 16 summarizes the contents of the
catalog by showing the distribution of the clusters in
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Figure 15. The fraction of ACT DR5 cluster candidates
that are optically confirmed as clusters (with a redshift mea-
surement) as a function of SNR2.4, broken down according
to overlap with the indicated deep optical surveys (colored
solid lines). Objects that are not confirmed clusters may be
contaminating false positives (e.g., noise fluctuations in the
maps) or genuine high-redshift systems that are not yet op-
tically confirmed. The dashed line (labeled 1−FFalse) shows
the expected purity of the cluster sample, based on a simu-
lation of the survey (see Section 2.2 and Fig. 6). The small
difference between 1− FFalse and the tracks for the DES Y3
and HSC regions indicates that the optical follow-up is es-
sentially complete for these parts of the sky. However, the
difference between 1 − FFalse and the full ACT DR5 survey
footprint indicates the potential for further follow-up to add
up to 960 clusters to the sample.
terms of co-moving coordinates in the celestial equato-
rial plane (i.e., right ascension is used as the angular
coordinate). The right panel of Fig. 16 shows a similar
plot but in spherical polar coordinates.
Several studies have found evidence that cluster
masses calibrated against the Arnaud et al. (2010) scal-
ing relation, our fiducial mass estimate (labelled MUPP500c
in this work), are lower than those measured from weak
lensing (e.g, von der Linden et al. 2014; Hoekstra et al.
2015; Battaglia et al. 2016; Miyatake et al. 2019). For
this reason, we provide a set of mass estimates that
have been re-scaled according to a richness-based weak-
lensing mass calibration, following a similar procedure
to that described in Hilton et al. (2018).
Using the sample of 383 SNR2.4 > 6 clusters (expected
to be > 98% pure; see Section 3.3) with λ measure-
ments from redMaPPer in the DES Y3 footprint, and
the McClintock et al. (2019) λ–mass relation, we find
that the ratio of the average A10–calibrated SZ-mass
to the average richness-based, weak-lensing calibrated
mass is 〈MUPP500c 〉/〈MλWL500c 〉 = 0.70 ± 0.07. Masses that
have been rescaled according to this calibration factor
are labelled MCal500c throughout this work, and for con-
venience are provided in the cluster catalog (see Ta-
ble 1). This calibration factor is in good agreement
with the value reported in Hilton et al. (2018), which
used SDSS redMaPPer λ measurements and the Simet
et al. (2017) λ–mass relation. However, if we use the
redMaPPer SDSS λ measurements and the Simet et al.
(2017) relation (instead of the McClintock et al. (2019)
relation) with the ACT DR5 MUPP500c estimates, then we
find 〈MUPP500c 〉/〈MλWL500c 〉 = 0.64± 0.08.
We present the redshift distribution of the cluster
sample in Fig. 17. The sample has median z = 0.52,
similar to other SZ-selected samples (e.g., Hilton et al.
2018; Bocquet et al. 2019; Bleem et al. 2020) and cov-
ers the redshift range 0.04 < z < 1.91. Largely due
to the overlap with SDSS, a significant fraction of the
redshifts are spectroscopic (39.4%). The highest red-
shift cluster in the sample, ACT-CL J0217.7-0345, is de-
tected with SNR2.4 = 5.7, and was first reported as the
z = 1.91+0.19−0.21 X-ray selected cluster XLSSU J021744.1-
034536 by Willis et al. (2013b). It is also the high-
est redshift SZ detected cluster currently known (Mantz
et al. 2014, 2018). The catalog contains 221 z > 1 clus-
ters, which is greater than the total number of clusters
reported in the previous ACT cluster catalog (Hilton
et al. 2018). Most of the clusters in the catalog have
previously been detected in other surveys; here we re-
port 872 new cluster discoveries, with median z = 0.75.
This figure excludes clusters detected in the redMaPPer
DES Y3 and CAMIRA S19A catalogs.
Fig. 18 shows the ACT DR5 sample in the (mass, red-
shift) plane, in comparison with other SZ-selected clus-
ter samples from Planck (Planck Collaboration et al.
2016b) and SPT (Bocquet et al. 2019; Bleem et al. 2020;
Huang et al. 2020a). Here we show the richness-based
weak-lensing calibrated masses from ACT (MCal500c), as
these are on a similar mass scale to SPT (see Section 5.1
below). We plot both the full ACT DR5 sample down
to SNR > 4 (shown as the small blue points) and a sub-
sample with a cut of SNR2.4 > 5 applied, which is closer
to the detection thresholds used in the other surveys,
and more closely resembles the sample that will be used
for future cosmological analyses. The ACT DR5 sample
contains more clusters than all of the previous blind SZ
cluster searches combined. Due to the higher spatial res-
olution of the instruments, both the ACT DR5 and SPT
samples reach to significantly lower mass limits than the
PSZ2 catalog for z > 0.2. As Fig. 18 shows, the SPTpol
sample (Huang et al. 2020a) is more sensitive to lower
mass clusters than ACT DR5 when a similar detection
threshold is applied, although this survey covers only
94 deg2.
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Figure 16. The left panel displays a wedge plot showing the contents of the ACT DR5 cluster catalog, drawn in the equatorial
plane. Right Ascension is used as the angular coordinate, with 0◦ RA pointing to the right from the origin, and increasing
anticlockwise. The radial coordinate is co-moving distance in Mpc. Each point represents a cluster in the catalog, with the
size of each point scaling with cluster mass. The dashed circles mark the distances equivalent to redshifts 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and
2.0, starting from the observer’s location at (0, 0). The larger number of clusters seen on the right of the plot compared to the
left reflects the fact that ACT surveyed much more sky area at those RA coordinates (see Fig. 1). The right panel shows a 3d
projection of the same information in spherical polar coordinates; here the axes are comoving distance in Mpc.
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Figure 17. Redshift distribution of the ACT DR5 cluster
sample. The sample spans the redshift range 0.04 < z < 1.91
(median z = 0.52). The distribution split according to
redshift type (spectroscopic or photometric) is also shown;
39.4% of the clusters in the sample have spectroscopic red-
shifts.
Inspection of Fig. 18 suggests that there may be a
deficit of clusters in the redshift range 1 < z < 1.1.
This is extremely unlikely to be a real feature, and may
arise due to a bias in the photometric redshifts. We will
investigate this further with future spectroscopic follow-
up of such high redshift systems.
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Figure 18. Comparison of the ACT DR5 cluster sample in
the (mass, redshift) plane with other blind SZ surveys: PSZ2
(Planck Collaboration et al. 2016b), SPT-SZ (Bocquet et al.
2019), SPT-ECS (Bleem et al. 2020), and SPTpol (Huang
et al. 2020a). The large blue points show the ACT DR5
sample selected with SNR2.4 > 5, which is similar to the
detection thresholds used in the other surveys. The small
blue points extend this to include the full ACT DR5 sam-
ple. The ACT DR5 SZ masses displayed here have been
rescaled according to a richness-based weak-lensing mass cal-
ibration, which is a close match to the SPT mass scale (see
Section 5.1). Mass measurements from the SPT surveys and
PSZ2 are as reported in the respective catalogs. The ACT
DR5 sample has been plotted behind the other surveys to
aid clarity.
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4.2. Comparison with the ACT DR3 Cluster Catalog
As discussed extensively in Choi et al. (2020) and
Aiola et al. (2020), there have been many changes to the
ACT data processing pipelines at all levels of the anal-
ysis since the data release that the Hilton et al. (2018)
ACTPol cluster catalog (ACT DR3 hereafter) is based
on. In this work, we have used maps produced using
a new co-adding procedure that incorporates data from
all observing seasons and, for the first time, includes
data taken during the day time (N20). As noted in Sec-
tion 2.1, these co-added maps include preliminary data
from the 2017 and 2018 observing seasons that have not
been subjected to the full battery of tests as used in the
CMB power spectrum analysis presented in Choi et al.
(2020) and Aiola et al. (2020). In this work we also use
a different, multi-frequency matched filter approach in
the cluster finder compared to the algorithm described
in Hilton et al. (2018).
We begin by checking the recovery of ACT DR3 clus-
ters in the ACT DR5 catalog. Hilton et al. (2018) re-
ported the detection of 182 SNR > 4 clusters, of which
166/182 are within the ACT DR5 cluster search area
(i.e., 16 clusters fall within regions masked in DR5).
Of these, 146/166 are recovered within 2.5′ of the posi-
tion of a candidate in the ACT DR5 catalog, leaving 20
clusters that are not detected at SNR > 4. The miss-
ing 20 clusters have median SNR = 4.3 in the ACT
DR3 catalog, although two SNR > 5 clusters (ACT-
CL J0341.9+0105 and ACT-CL J0238.2+0245) are not
detected in the ACT DR5 catalog. Half of the missing
20 clusters were previously reported in other catalogs
(Goto et al. 2002; Lopes et al. 2004; Durret et al. 2011;
Menanteau et al. 2013b; Rykoff et al. 2014; Wen & Han
2015). Re-running the ACT DR5 cluster search with a
lower detection threshold recovers 12/20 of the missing
ACT DR3 clusters at SNR > 3.
Fig. 19 presents a comparison of the ACT DR3 mass
estimates reported in Hilton et al. (2018) with the new
measurements from ACT DR5. We highlight the objects
detected with SNR2.4 > 6 in both samples, as these
should not be affected by filter noise bias at any sig-
nificant level. As expected, both sets of measurements
follow a tight correlation. However, we see that the
ACT DR5 masses are on average systematically ≈ 7%
lower than the ACT DR3 measurements. We have ver-
ified that the difference in the filtering approach be-
tween Hilton et al. (2018) and this work is not the
cause (consistent y˜0 measurements are obtained when
running either method on the same map). It may be
the case that scale-dependent bandpass effects (see Mad-
havacheril et al. 2020), which are not accounted for in
this analysis, could explain part of the offset. While we
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Figure 19. Comparison between ACT DR5 mass estimates
(this work, plotted along the horizontal axis) and previous
ACT cluster mass estimates as reported in Hilton et al.
(2018) (labeled ACT DR3). Both analyses assume the same
scaling relation between SZ signal and mass. The large blue
points are objects with SNR2.4 > 6 in both samples (for
which the unweighted mean ratio is calculated, shown by
the dotted red line), while the small orange points (without
error bars) show objects below this threshold. The dashed
black line shows the 1:1 correlation.
have not yet been able to resolve this discrepancy, we
note that gain errors at the level of a few per cent are
expected in the co-added maps analysed in this work
(N20). Therefore, we caution users of the ACT DR5
cluster catalog that the y˜0 measurements reported here
(and in turn the MUPP500c masses) may be systematically
underestimated by ≈ 5− 10%, if the ACT DR3 catalog
is taken as “truth”. This should be kept in mind when
comparing these values against external catalogs. How-
ever, mass calibration against external datasets can still
be used to absorb any systematic calibration error (as
should be the case for the MCal500c mass estimates).
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. The SZ Cluster Mass Scale
Mass calibration of cluster samples is the key system-
atic that limits their ability to constrain cosmological
parameters and is a topic of much debate in the liter-
ature (e.g., von der Linden et al. 2014; Hoekstra et al.
2015; Planck Collaboration et al. 2016a; Battaglia et al.
2016; Smith et al. 2016; Medezinski et al. 2018; Miy-
atake et al. 2019). Cluster mass estimation based on
any kind of data is dependent upon a number of as-
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Figure 20. Comparison between ACT DR5 mass estimates
rescaled according to a richness-based weak-lensing mass cal-
ibration (MCal500c; Section 4) with SPT masses reported in
Bocquet et al. (2019), Bleem et al. (2020), and Huang et al.
(2020a). The large blue points are objects with signal-to-
noise > 6 in both ACT and SPT (for which the unweighted
mean ratio is calculated, shown by the dotted red line), while
the small orange points (without error bars) show objects
below this threshold. The dashed black line shows the 1:1
correlation.
sumptions. Here we present a simple comparison of the
mass estimates available in the ACT DR5 catalog with
previous SZ surveys, and a compendium of weak-lensing
mass estimates (CoMaLit; Sereno 2015), as an illustra-
tion of how they may be used. Future works based on
the ACT DR5 catalog will investigate this topic in much
more detail.
In Hilton et al. (2018), we presented comparisons be-
tween ACT cluster mass estimates and the SPT-SZ and
PSZ2 catalogs. While we found excellent agreement
with the Bleem et al. (2015b) SPT-SZ catalog, we noted
an apparent mass-dependent trend when comparing the
ACT masses with PSZ2 (although at low significance).
This was identified in a plot of the ACT–PSZ2 mass
ratio versus the ACT mass estimate. We subsequently
found that the apparent mass-dependent trend was an
illusion driven by the combination of a regrettable choice
in the plot axes (i.e., plotting the ACT mass instead of
the PSZ2 mass as the independent coordinate), the very
different selection of the ACT and PSZ2 cluster sam-
ples (PSZ2 detects z < 0.2 clusters at high significance
down to low masses while ACT does not, and the re-
verse is true at higher z), and that the measurements
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Figure 21. Comparison between ACT DR5 mass estimates,
uncorrected for bias due to the steepness of the cluster mass
functon (MUnc500c; Section 4), with PSZ2 masses reported in
Planck Collaboration et al. (2016b). The large blue points
highlight objects with signal-to-noise > 6 in both surveys,
while the small orange points (without error bars) show ob-
jects below this threshold. The lines have the same meaning
as in Fig. 20.
themselves are subject to a significant amount of scat-
ter, especially at low signal-to-noise. We rectify this in
the comparisons presented here by simply plotting the
mass estimates in each catalog against each other.
Fig. 20 shows a comparison between the ACT DR5
masses rescaled using the richness-based weak-lensing
mass calibration (see Section 4) against a union of the
SPT cluster catalogs (Bocquet et al. 2019; Bleem et al.
2020; Huang et al. 2020a; note that we make no at-
tempt to remove duplicate objects). This ‘SPT-Union’
sample contains 617 clusters in common with ACT DR5
(325 from SPT-SZ, 266 from SPT-ECS, and 26 from
SPTpol), if we include all objects down to the detec-
tion thresholds used by each survey. The masses are
clearly correlated, although there is a tendency for the
ACT mass estimates to be slightly larger than those
from SPT, particularly at the high mass end.
Leaving aside any question of mass-dependent scal-
ing for future work, we can make a simple assessment of
the overall consistency of the mass scale between the two
samples using the unweighted mean ratio of their masses
(e.g., Sifo´n et al. 2016; Hilton et al. 2018). Here we use
the 255 objects detected at signal-to-noise > 6 in both
samples, as > 98% of the ACT DR5 candidates with
SNR2.4 > 6 were confirmed to be clusters in the DES Y3
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Figure 22. Comparison between ACT DR5 mass estimates
rescaled according to a richness-based weak-lensing mass cal-
ibration (MCal500c; Section 4) with weak-lensing masses from
the CoMaLit database (Sereno 2015). Here we use the LC2-
single catalog from CoMaLit, which consists of objects mod-
eled using a single halo, and we restrict the selection to in-
clude only clusters with weak-lensing mass estimates with
< 25% uncertainties. The lines have the same meaning as in
Fig. 20.
and HSC S19A regions (see Section 3.3). Using a high
signal-to-noise threshold also mitigates the effect of the
‘noise floor’ in the case of a significant difference in depth
between two samples (although that is not the case for
the comparison here). We find 〈M500c [SPT-Union]〉 =
(0.993 ± 0.009) 〈MCal500c〉, where the uncertainty is the
standard error on the mean (note that this does not
account for the uncertainty on the richness-based weak-
lensing mass calibration factor itself). We obtain con-
sistent results if we consider the individual SPT cat-
alogs: 〈M500c [SPT-SZ]〉 = (1.022 ± 0.012) 〈MCal500c〉;
〈M500c [SPT-ECS]〉 = (0.957 ± 0.014) 〈MCal500c〉; and
〈M500c [SPTpol]〉 = (0.995±0.027) 〈MCal500c〉. Similarly to
Hilton et al. (2018), we see that despite the differences
between how the ACT DR5 and SPT samples were con-
structed, and the very different method used to calibrate
the mass estimates, the richness-based weak-lensing cal-
ibrated masses are on a similar mass scale to SPT.
Fig. 21 presents a similar comparison between ACT
DR5 and the PSZ2 catalog (Planck Collaboration et al.
2016b). Since we adopted the same fiducial X-ray cal-
ibrated mass scaling relation from A10 as used in the
PSZ2 catalog, we would expect the ACT DR5 clusters to
follow the same mass scale. Here the comparison is made
Table 3. Strong Lens Catalogs
Code Reference
M16 More et al. (2016)
D17 Diehl et al. (2017)
S18 Sonnenfeld et al. (2018)
W18 Wong et al. (2018)
P19 Petrillo et al. (2019)
J19 Jacobs et al. (2019a)
J19a Jacobs et al. (2019b)
H20a Huang et al. (2020b)
H20b Huang et al. (2020c)
Jae20 Jaelani et al. (2020)
D20 Diehl et al. (2020)
Note—Entries in the knownLensRefCode column of
the cluster catalog (see Table 1) correspond to the
Code column used here.
against ACT DR5 mass estimates that neglect the bias
correction that accounts for the steepness of the cluster
mass function, as such a correction is not applied to the
masses reported in the PSZ2 catalog (see Section 2.3
and the discussion in Battaglia et al. 2016). We use a
5′ radius to cross-match the two catalogs, resulting in
a sample of 326 clusters, if we include all objects down
to the detection threshold of each survey. As shown in
Fig. 21, the scatter between the PSZ2 and ACT DR5
masses is large, but the mass scale is indeed similar: we
find 〈M500c [PSZ2]〉 = (0.978 ± 0.022) 〈MUnc500c〉 from the
148 objects detected with signal-to-noise > 6 in both
catalogs.
As an independent check of the richness-based weak-
lensing mass calibration used in this work, Fig. 22
presents a comparison with a heterogeneous database
of weak-lensing masses assembled from the literature
(Sereno 2015). Even though the comparison is made
only with clusters that have < 25% uncertainty in the
weak-lensing masses, the scatter is large. Nevertheless,
the overall mass scale is consistent with the richness-
based weak-lensing calibration derived from DES obser-
vations; 〈M500c [CoMaLit]〉 = (1.09± 0.08) 〈MCal500c〉. Fu-
ture work will explore the mass calibration of the ACT
DR5 sample using optical weak-lensing data from DES,
HSC-SSP, and KiDS, as well as from gravitational lens-
ing of the CMB.
5.2. Notable Clusters
In this Section we briefly discuss a few notable cat-
egories of systems that may be of interest for future
studies. This list is not meant to be comprehensive, and
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Figure 23. Examples of possible projected systems (see Section 5.2.1). Each image is 8′ on a side, with North at the top, East
at the left. See Fig. 10 for an explanation of the contour levels.
Figure 24. Examples of systems that show possible strong gravitational lensing features (see Section 5.2.2). ACT-CL J0205.7-
1935 contains a lens candidate in the Diehl et al. (2020) catalog; ACT-CL J0441.6-0946 contains the known lens DESI-070.4130-
09.7774 (Huang et al. 2020c); and the lens in ACT-CL J0921.4+1810 appears to be identified for the first time in this work.
Each image is 3.5′ on a side, with North at the top and East at the left.
results for the most part from visual inspection of the
cluster catalog using the available optical/IR data (see
Section 3.2). Further possible examples besides those
mentioned here may be found by inspecting the notes
and warnings columns of the cluster catalog (see Ta-
ble 1).
5.2.1. Projected Systems
During visual inspection of the cluster candidates, we
identified 35 systems that may be projections of two or
more clusters at different redshifts. These are indicated
in the warnings field of the cluster catalog (see Table 1).
Fig. 23 shows a few examples. One of these cases (ACT-
CL J0335.1-4036) is clearly a blended SZ detection of
two systems, which the cluster finder has failed to sep-
arate because all of the pixels in both systems are well
above our detection threshold. We will seek to improve
the object deblending for future cluster catalog releases.
5.2.2. Strong Lensing Systems
A search of the literature shows that there are 212
known strong gravitational lenses located within 2 Mpc
projected distance of clusters in the ACT DR5 release,
as recorded in the knownLens field of the cluster cata-
log (see Table 1). Table 3 lists the lens catalogs that
were searched and the corresponding code used in the
knownLensRefCode in the cluster catalog. We also iden-
tified a further 67 clusters that show possible strong lens-
ing features, based on visual inspection of the available
optical imaging. These are indicated in the notes field
of the cluster catalog. Fig. 24 shows some examples of
both known lenses and new candidates.
5.2.3. Systems With Active or Star Forming Central
Galaxies
We flagged 13 systems as potentially hosting cen-
tral AGNs or significant star formation, purely on the
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Figure 25. Examples of systems with activity in the cluster core (star formation or possible AGNs; see Section 5.2.3). Each
image is 3.5′ on a side, with North at the top and East at the left. ACT-CL J1023.6+0411 is the well known z = 0.29 cool core
ZwCl 3146 cluster; ACT-CL J1407.0+1048 is the second ranked cluster in the sample at z > 0.8 in terms of SNR, and perhaps
has a starburst galaxy in its core; ACT-CL J1418.7+0644 is a high significance detection by ACT, but was previously rejected
as a false detection in the X-ray cluster catalog of Vikhlinin et al. (1998).
Figure 26. The newly discovered high redshift cluster ACT-CL J0350.0-4819 at z = 1.38. The left panel shows the DES Y3
gri optical image, which shows a striking number of blue galaxies within the yellow SZ signal-to-noise contour. The right panel
shows the WISE IR imaging, demonstrating that the cluster itself is a genuine high redshift system.
basis of their appearance in the available optical/IR
imaging, including the well known cool core cluster
ZwCl 3146 (ACT-CL J1023.6+0411) at z = 0.29 (e.g.,
Romero et al. 2020). One of our highest significance
detections at z > 0.8 is a new cluster in this cate-
gory, ACT-CL J1407.0+1048 (z = 0.84, SNR2.4 = 33.8,
MCal500c = (9.1
+1.7
−1.5) × 1014M), which has a blue BCG
as shown in the DECaLS image (Fig. 25). This clus-
ter may have similar properties to the Phoenix cluster
(McDonald et al. 2012), but follow-up at other wave-
lengths is needed to confirm this. Some objects in this
category may be “quasars masquerading as clusters” as
identified at X-ray wavelengths (Somboonpanyakul et al.
2018; Donahue et al. 2020), following further investiga-
tion. For example, ACT-CL J1418.7+0644 (pictured in
Fig. 25) is detected with SNR2.4 = 12.7 in the ACT
DR5 catalog, but was rejected as a false detection in the
X-ray cluster catalog of Vikhlinin et al. (1998).
5.2.4. A Blue High Redshift Galaxy Cluster?
Fig. 26 shows optical and WISE IR imaging of the
newly discovered z = 1.38 cluster ACT-CL J0350.0-
4819. The photometric redshift of this system was de-
termined using DECaLS photometry (see Section 3.1.4),
and we lack any spectroscopic information. Neverthe-
less, there is an apparent overdensity of galaxies with
blue colors at the cluster position, as seen in the DES
gri optical image. If this is not simply projection along
the line of sight, then it may be that this system hosts
an unusually large number of star forming galaxies. We
intend to obtain follow-up spectroscopy of this system
to determine if this is in fact the case. ACT-CL J0350.0-
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Figure 27. Example DECaLS grz images of multiple systems (see Section 5.2.5): ACT-CL J1233.9+1511/J1234.2+1515 at
z = 0.29 (possibly a pre- or post-merger system); ACT-CL J1420.5+0027/J1421.0+0022 at z = 0.64 (two clusters separated by
3.6 Mpc); and the z = 0.90 triple system ACT-CL J2319.7+0030/J2319.8+0038/J2320.0+0033 (the RCS2 supercluster; Gilbank
et al. 2008). Each image is 13′ on a side, with North at the top, East at the left. The lowest contour level shown corresponds to
3σ significance in the filtered ACT map. The difference between levels increases by 0.5σ (3 < SNR < 5), 1σ (5 < SNR < 10),
and 2σ (10 < SNR < 20).
4819 is also detected by the Wavelet Z Photometric opti-
cal cluster finding algorithm (WaZP; Aguena et al. 2020
presents a catalog based on DES Y1), in a preliminary
search of the DES Y6 data. WaZP does not assume a
red-sequence model and searches for clusters as spatial
overdensities using photometric redshifts.
5.2.5. Multiple Systems
We conducted a search for pairs or groups of clusters
in the catalog that may be physically associated. These
objects may be of interest for those studying cluster
mergers, filaments/large scale structure around clus-
ters, and superclusters. We select candidates for this
category as objects that have a neighbouring SZ source
within a projected distance of 10 Mpc, and a peculiar
velocity difference of < 5000 km s−1. We find a total
of 155 such systems, consisting of 139 pairs, 15 triples,
and 1 quadruple system, which are listed in Table 4.
Note, however, that some clusters are part of more
than one system (e.g., the z = 0.49 triple system ACT-
CL J0059.6+1310/J0059.8+1344/J0059.9+1319 is also
listed as the pairs ACT-CL J0059.6+1310/J0059.9+1319
and ACT-CL J0059.8+1344/J0059.9+1319). We also
include objects with photometric redshifts in this search,
but flag these in the catalog, since the uncertainties on
these redshifts are much larger than spectroscopic red-
shift errors.
We find multiple systems across the redshift range
0.04 < z < 1.2 (median z = 0.42), and the average max-
imum projected separation between the components of
these systems is 5.8 Mpc. Fig. 27 shows a few examples.
Due to the increased depth of the ACT DR5 maps, we
now detect all three components of the z = 0.9 RCS2
Table 4. Systems of Multiple SZ Sources
Name Mean z Separation Photo-z?
(Mpc)
ACT-CL J0000.7+0225
/J2359.5+0208
0.43 8.1 · · ·
ACT-CL J0003.0−3520
/J0003.8−3517
0.76 4.1 X
ACT-CL J0005.0+0212
/J0005.7+0222
0.84 7.0 X
ACT-CL J0018.3+1618
/J0018.5+1626
0.55 3.3 · · ·
ACT-CL J0019.6+0336
/J0020.0+0351
0.27 4.0 X
Note—Only a subset of the available fields in this catalog are
shown here. Table 4 is published in its entirety in machine-
readable format. A portion is shown here for guidance regard-
ing its form and content.
supercluster (Gilbank et al. 2008, recorded here as ACT-
CL J2319.7+0030/J2319.8+0038/J2320.0+0033). Some
of these systems may be pre or post-merger systems
(e.g., ACT-CL J1233.9+1511/J1234.2+1515 at z =
0.29, shown in Fig. 27).
6. SUMMARY
This work presents the first cluster catalog derived
from 98 and 150 GHz observations with the AdvACT re-
ceiver, covering a search area of 13,168 deg2. The catalog
contains 4195 optically confirmed galaxy clusters with
redshift and mass estimates, making it the largest SZ-
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selected cluster catalog to date. It is more than 22 times
larger than the previous ACT cluster catalog (Hilton
et al. 2018), illustrating the huge gains in sensitivity
and survey speed achieved by the upgraded AdvACT re-
ceiver (Henderson et al. 2016). Assuming a relation be-
tween SZ-signal and mass calibrated from X-ray obser-
vations (Arnaud et al. 2010), the 90% completeness limit
of the survey for SNR2.4 > 5 is M500c > 3.8× 1014M.
Thanks to the overlap with deep and wide optical sur-
veys like DES (Abbott et al. 2018), DECaLS (Dey et al.
2019), HSC-SSP (Aihara et al. 2018), KiDS (Wright
et al. 2019), and SDSS (Ahumada et al. 2020), the opti-
cal follow-up of the survey is complete over much of the
survey area. The cluster sample has median z = 0.52
and covers the redshift range 0.04 < z < 1.91, with 221
z > 1 systems, and 872 newly discovered clusters. In
the regions that overlap with DES Y3, HSC S19A, and
KiDS DR4, 95 − 98% of the candidates detected with
SNR2.4 > 6 have been confirmed as clusters.
The cluster and source detection package developed
for this work is capable of analysing the next generation
of deep, wide multi-frequency mm-wave maps that will
be produced by experiments such as the Simons Ob-
servatory (Ade et al. 2019). It will be made publicly
available at https://github.com/simonsobs/nemo/ and
on the Python Package Index (PyPI) under a free soft-
ware license.
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